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Introducing our Northeast Development Law Blog
We know that real estate developers, lenders, and supporting professionals face the challenge of staying
up-to-date with changes that constantly occur in a wide range of laws affecting their projects and
business plans. Land development projects engage multiple disciplines and require adept handling of
acquisition negotiations and financing, compliance with environmental regulations, successful pursuit of
land use and other regulatory approvals, and effective construction project planning.
Pooling the collective knowledge of our land law lawyers, Robinson+Cole has launched the Northeast
Development Law Blog to keep our clients, colleagues, friends, and professionals in related fields,
informed of recent happenings in the law and general trends affecting development projects across the
Northeast.
We think you will find the content interesting and invite you to check it out at
www.northeastdevelopmentlaw.com. You can also subscribe to the blog by e-mail or by RSS feed.
Contributors to Robinson+Cole's Northeast Development Law Blog include environmental lawyers
Richard Smith and Peter Knight, land use lawyer John Casey, construction lawyer Peter Strniste, and
real estate finance lawyer Amanda Eckhoff.
Take a look at some of our recent posts below:





Simplifying and Supplementing EPA Settlements with SEPs
Key Factors to Maximizing Project Success
CT Brownfield Program Fine Tuned – Music to Ears of Project Patrons

We hope to create a space to encourage discussions and an exchange of insights on topics of interest to
the developer community through our blog. We welcome your feedback and ideas about topics you'd like
us to cover and encourage you to share the blog with anyone you think will find it useful.
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